R5 HIV productively infects Langerhans cells, and infection levels are regulated by compound CCR5 polymorphisms
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Langerhans cells (LCs) are suspected to be initial targets for HIV after sexual exposure (by becoming infected or by capturing virus). Here, productive R5 HIV infection of LC ex vivo and LC-mediated transmission of virus to CD4+ T cells were both found to depend on CCR5. By contrast, infection of monocyte-derived dendritic cells and transfer of infection from monocyte-derived dendritic cells to CD4+ T cells were mediated by CCR5-dependent as well as DC-specific ICAM-3-grabbing nonintegrin-dependent pathways. Furthermore, in 62 healthy individuals, R5 HIV infection levels in LCs ex vivo were associated with CCR5 genotype. Specifically, genotyping for ORFΔ32 revealed that LCs isolated from ORFΔ32/wt individuals were significantly less susceptible to HIV when compared with LCs isolated from ORFwt/wt individuals (P = 0.016). Strikingly, further genetic analyses of the A-2459G CCR5 promoter polymorphism in ORFΔ32/wt heterozygous individuals revealed that LCs isolated from −2459A/G + ORFΔ32/wt individuals were markedly less susceptible to HIV than were LCs from −2459A/A + ORFΔ32/wt individuals (P = 0.012). Interestingly, these genetic susceptibility data in LCs parallel those of genetic susceptibility studies performed in cohorts of HIV-infected individuals. Thus, we suggest that CCR5-mediated infection of LCs, and not capture of virus by LCs, provides a biologic basis for understanding certain aspects of host genetic susceptibility to initial HIV infection.

The most common mode of acquiring HIV infection is by sexual transmission across genital epithelial tissue (1). Studies in rhesus macaques exposed intravaginally to simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) suggest that Langerhans cells (LCs), resident dendritic cells (DCs) of stratified squamous epithelia, are the first cells to encounter virus (2, 3). However, the mechanisms whereby these cells acquire virus remain controversial. Recently, DC-specific ICAM-3-grabbing nonintegrin (DC-SIGN) (CD209), a C-type lectin expressed on subepithelial DCs and monocyte-derived DCs (mDCs), has been shown to bind HIV gp120, and to mediate capture of HIV virions and protection from degradation (4–6). Viruses captured by this mechanism may not replicate within DCs, but may be transferred as a protective mechanism from degradation (4–6). Viruses captured by this mechanism may not replicate within DCs, but may be transferred to mucosal surfaces, allowing preferential entry of R5 HIV, but not X4 HIV.

Individuals who are homozygous for a 32-nt deletion in the CCR5 ORF (ORFΔ32/Δ32) comprise ~1% of all whites, whereas individuals heterozygous for this deletion (ORFΔ32/wt) represent ~20% of whites (16). Genetic studies in HIV+ individuals have revealed that Δ32 homozygotes are highly resistant to HIV infection (16–21). However, there has been controversy about the risk of acquiring HIV infection in individuals who are ORFΔ32/wt. Some studies have found that ORFΔ32/wt individuals are less susceptible to HIV infection (18, 22, 23), whereas others failed to show protection (17, 19–21). This discrepancy may be related to the considerable variation in CCR5 surface expression among persons with ORFΔ32/wt, as is seen in ORFwt/wt individuals (24). This finding led to suggestions that additional polymorphisms in the CCR5 ORF and/or regulatory region might influence surface CCR5 expression. If true, then these polymorphisms, in addition to ORFΔ32, might be predicted to influence the acquisition of HIV infection (25–28).

In vitro studies originally identifying single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the CCR5 ORF have shown that alleles containing an adenine (A) nucleotide at the −2459 position [note: nucleotide numbering is relative to the initiating methionine (29), nucleotide 59029 of GenBank accession no. U95626] display higher CCR5 promoter activity than alleles with a guanine (G) nucleotide at this position (25, 30). The in vivo-relevance of these observations is supported by findings that HIV-infected individuals homozygous for the A allele (−2459A/A) progressed more rapidly to AIDS than those who were homozygous for the G allele (−2459G/G) (25, 26, 31, 32). Interestingly, ORFΔ32, which is known to confer protection against HIV infection, is tightly linked to the promoter −2459A allele, known to be associated with HIV disease progression (25). Although there is a growing awareness that complex polymorphic CCR5 haplotypes are associated with slower or rapid progression to AIDS (33–36), less is known about how
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CCL5 haplotype/haplotype (diplotypes) combinations influence initial infection.

Here, LCs were isolated from healthy volunteers and infected with R5 HIV _ex vivo_. Concomitantly, CCR5 diplotypes were determined for all volunteers. Both LC infection and LC-mediated transfer of virus to CD4⁺ T cells were dependent on CCR5. LC infection levels also reflected CCR5 diplotypes. Interestingly, these data suggest a biologically plausible model for the observed restricted sexual transmission of R5 HIV, and for host genetic susceptibility to initial HIV infection.

Materials and Methods

Study Participants. The Institutional Review Board of the National Cancer Institute approved all aspects of this study, and informed consent was obtained from all healthy individuals volunteering for the suction blister procedure. The 62 volunteers who were genotyped for this study included 41 males (66%) and 21 females (34%). Fifty-two individuals were self-described as whites, 7 as African Americans, and 3 as Asians (note, individuals in the latter two groups are discouraged from undergoing the blistering procedure because of increased risks of keloidal scarring and postinflammatory hyperpigmentation). Volunteers reported no histories of chronic disease (including no histories of HIV risk factors) and no use of medications on a regular basis.

Reagents. All of the murine mAbs were purchased from Pharmingen, except for FITC-conjugated rat anti-p24 mAb (Beckman Coulter), mouse anti-CCR5 mAb (clone 45531, R & D Systems), mouse anti-Langerin mAb (clone DCGM4, Beckman Coulter), mouse anti-DC-SIGN mAb (clone 120507, R & D Systems), and 3'-azido-3'-deoxythymidine (AZT), mannan, and EGTA were purchased from Sigma. Robin Offord (University of Geneva, Geneva) kindly provided N°-nonanoylthiophene-2, cyclohexylglycine3°RANTES (2–68) [PS-C-RANTES, a newer more potent analogue of RANTES (regulated on activation normal T cell expressed and secreted)], Nobutaka Fujii (Kyoto University, Kyoto) kindly provided AMD3100. Purified, pelleted, and titered HIV-1Ba-L (R5) (stock at 1.8 x 10⁸ virus particles/ml) was purchased from Advanced Biotechnologies (Columbia, MD).

HIV Infection of LCs _ex Vivo_. Epithelial tissue explants were prepared from suction blister roofs of healthy volunteers and LCs within these explants were infected as described (13). Briefly, 100-µl droplets containing HIV-1Ba-L at 1:100 dilution were placed on the inside surface of sterile plastic culture dishes and explants were draped over droplets and incubated together at 37°C for 2 h. For some experiments, 50-µl droplets containing antibodies including mouse control IgG (40 µg/ml) or mAbs (40 µg/ml) directed against CD4, CCR5, CXCR4, DC-SIGN, or Langerin, or reagents including AZT (0.1–100 µM), PSC-RANTES (200 nM), AMD3100 (200 nM), mannan (200 µg/ml), or EGTA (10 mM) were placed on the inside surface of sterile plastic culture dishes. Explants were draped over droplets for 20 min at 37°C; 50 µl of HIV-1Ba-L at 1:100 final dilution was then added to antibodies or reagents under the explants and incubated for an additional 2 h at 37°C. Explants were washed three times with sterile PBS, and then floated in six-well plates containing 4 ml of complete medium. In some experiments, culture media contained AZT (0.1–100 µM).

HIV Infection of mDCs _in Vitro_. mDCs were prepared and infected with HIV as described (37). One million mDCs suspended in 0.5 ml of complete medium with GM-CSF/IL-4 were preincubated with antibodies or reagents described above for 20 min at 37°C, and then HIV-1Ba-L (at 1:100 or 1:500 final dilution) was added to cultures. After a 2-h incubation at 37°C, DC were washed three times, resuspended in complete medium supplemented with GM-CSF/IL-4, and cultured for 3 additional days.

Assessment of HIV Infection in LCs or mDCs. LCs that had emigrated from explants and mDCs were collected 3 days after HIV exposure, preincubated in staining buffer for 10 min at room temperature to block nonspecific staining, and then incubated with 10 µg/ml phycoerythrin-conjugated mouse anti-human HLA-DR mAb for 30 min at 4°C. Cells were then incubated with Dead red (Molecular Probes) for 20 min at room temperature to label dead cells and fixed and permeabilized with Cytofix/Cytoperm reagents (PharMingen) for 20 min at 4°C. Cells were then incubated with antibody or reagents including mouse control IgG (40 µg/ml) or mouse anti-p24 mAb diluted in Perm/Wash for 30 min at 4°C and examined by flow cytometry using a FACScan (Becton Dickinson) equipped with LYSIS II software (Becton Dickinson). Dead cells, i.e., Dead-red positive cells, were excluded from all analyses. “Crawloit” LCs were harvested on day 3 or day 4 and were processed for electron microscopy as described (13).

Assessment of HIV Transmission to CD4⁺ T Cells. LCs that had emigrated from explants 3 days after HIV exposure or HIV-exposed mDCs were washed and then 1 x 10⁶ LCs or mDCs were cocultured with 1 x 10⁴ autologous CD4⁺ T cells for 6 days. For detection of secreted p24 protein, supernatants were harvested at days 3 and day 5 from cocultures of HIV-exposed mDCs or emigrated LCs and CD4⁺ T cells, inactivated with 2% (vol/vol) Triton X-100 (Sigma) in PBS, and frozen at −20°C. Samples were thawed and examined for p24 protein content by ELISA.

PCR and Genotyping. Genomic DNA was isolated from PBMC (200 µl) of suction blister volunteers by using the QIAamp blood kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Genotyping by analysis of fragment length polymorphisms (CCR5 ORF32 and CCR2 64/1) was performed as described (38, 39). CCR5 promoter polymorphism genotyping was performed by ligase detection reaction analyses and is outlined in detail in Table 1 and Supporting Materials and Methods, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.

Statistical Analysis. Statistical analyses performed to test associations between CCR5 and CCR2 genotype data and LC infection by HIV were performed by using Mann–Whitney U or Kruskal–Wallis tests. All statistical tests were performed by using STATVIEW 5.0.1 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
mAb (Fig. 1A) and HIV-infected LCs stained with a FITC-conjugated isotype control antibody (data not shown) always showed <0.10% positivity, confirming the specificity of the p24 direct staining. Keratinocytes, which are occasionally present in "crawl-out" cell preparations, never showed p24 positivity (data not shown). Last, CD3+ T cells or CD14+ monocytes were never detected in crawl-out cell populations (data not shown), consistent with what is known about the cell constituents of normal human epidermis.

**Productive LC Infection Is Mediated by CCR5 and CD4, but Not by C-Type Lectin–HIV Interactions.** Although DC-SIGN predominantly mediates capture and endocytosis of HIV virions (5), this molecule is also coexpressed with surface CD4 and CCR5 and promotes CCR5-mediated infection of cells (41). Therefore, we tested whether C-type lectins were involved in HIV infection of LCs by using our tissue explant model system. Preincubation of epithelial sheets with neutralizing anti-DC-SIGN mAbs or anti-Langerin mAbs did not affect HIV infection levels in LCs (Fig. 2A and data not shown). In addition, preincubation of LCs with mannan or EGTA, known inhibitors of C-type lectin binding, did not affect HIV infection levels in LC (Fig. 2A and C and data not shown). Consistent with previously published results using AOP-RANTES (the original RANTES analogue; ref. 13), preincubation of epithelial sheets with PSC-RANTES, a RANTES analogue, completely blocked R5 HIV infection of LC (Fig. 2A and C). As controls, epithelial sheets preincubated with AMD3100, which binds CXCR4 and inhibits X4 HIV infection (42), failed to block R5 HIV infection of LCs. Last, preincubation of explants with anti-CD4 mAbs completely blocked HIV infection of LCs (Fig. 2A and C). As further controls, mDCs were prepared from peripheral blood of a subset of volunteers who donated skin for the LC-infection studies. By contrast to the findings with LCs, there was partial inhibition of R5 HIV infection in mDCs when these cells were preincubated with neutralizing anti-DC-SIGN mAbs or with mannan (Fig. 2B and C). As seen with LCs, preincubation of mDCs with PSC-RANTES or anti-CD4 mAbs inhibited subsequent R5 HIV infection of these cells, whereas preincubation with AMD3100 failed to block R5 HIV infection of mDCs (Fig. 2B and C). These data clearly demonstrate differences in how HIV infects different types of DCs (in this case, resident epidermal LCs versus mDCs derived from peripheral blood).
Blocking CCR5 on LCs, but Not C-Type Lectin–HIV Interactions, Blocks Transmission of Virus from LCs to CD4+ T Cells. DC-SIGN has been shown to mediate infection of CD4+ T cells that were cocultured with HIV-exposed mDCs (5). Thus, we next tested whether C-type lectins were involved in HIV transmission from LCs to CD4+ T cells. Although only relatively few productively infected LCs could be identified in crawl-out populations (Figs. 1 and 2), these cells could induce high levels of HIV infection when cocultured with resting CD4+ T cells (Fig. 3A). Strikingly, preincubation of epithelial sheets with PSC-RANTES completely blocked subsequent HIV transmission from LCs to CD4+ T cells, whereas LC-mediated transmission was not affected by preincubation of epithelial sheets with anti-DC-SIGN mAbs or mannan (Fig. 3A). Importantly, p24 protein content in coculture supernatants detected by ELISA correlated well with the percentage of p24+CD3+ T cells in cocultures, suggesting that the main source of secreted p24 protein in LC-T cell cocultures was CD3+ T cells (Fig. 3A and data not shown).

Similar types of transmission experiments were performed by using mDCs isolated from peripheral blood of LC donors. In contrast to findings with LCs, preincubation of mDCs with either PSC-RANTES, anti-DC-SIGN mAb, or mannan partially inhibited subsequent HIV transmission to CD4+ T cells (Fig. 3B), suggesting multiple methods of viral transmission were operative in mDCs. Additional experiments revealed that preincubation with combinations of PSC-RANTES plus anti-DC-SIGN mAb or PSC-RANTES plus mannan completely blocked HIV transmission from mDCs to CD4+ T cells (Fig. 3B). These data strongly suggest that R5 HIV interacts with LCs primarily through a CCR5-dependent and DC-SIGN-independent infection pathway, whereas mDCs interact with R5 HIV through both a CCR5-mediated infection pathway and an infection-independent DC-SIGN-mediated capture pathway.

Compound CCR5 Polymorphisms Influence R5 HIV Infection Levels in LCs. Consistent with previous findings (13), R5 HIV infection levels in LCs is isolated from 62 different individuals were highly variable (range 0.02–11.20%, mean 2.67%; Fig. 4A). Because ex vivo R5 HIV susceptibility of donor LCs was notably heterogeneous, and after determining that R5 HIV infection of LCs depended on CCR5, we then asked whether infection levels in LCs were influenced by CCR5 genotype. Two CCR5 loci were genotyped by using post-PCR fragment-length polymorphism and ligase chain reaction analyses in 62 volunteers and these genetic data were analyzed blinded to the LC-infection results. Specifically, the CCR5 promoter SNP –2459 (containing either A or G) and the CCR5 ORF for the 32-nt deletion (ORF32) were examined. No individuals were homozygous for ORF32, the additional presence of a single –2459G allele conferred strong protection against R5 HIV infection. The horizontal lines represent the median percentage of p24+ LCs (background staining subtracted) in each genotypic group. The box indicates the 25th/75th quartiles for each group. For each individual, different researchers at different institutions performed HIV infection experiments and CCR5 genotyping independent of one another.

Interestingly, the percentage of p24+ LCs isolated from ORF32/wt individuals was significantly lower than the percentage of p24+ LCs isolated from ORFwt/wt individuals (ORF32/wt, n = 12; ORFwt/wt, n = 50; Mann–Whitney U test, P = 0.016; Fig. 4B). As four different haplotypes have been identified that contain the –2459G allele (haplotypes A–D) and three different haplotypes have been identified that contain the –2459A allele [haplotypes E, F1, and G1; excludes haplotypes containing CCR2R64I (F2) and ORF32 (G2) (33)], it is important to note that no single –2459G haplotype was consistently associated with a low percentage of p24+ LCs and no single –2459A haplotype was consistently associated with a high percentage of p24+ LCs. Although significant differences in HIV infection levels in LCs among individuals who were homozygous for the wild-type ORF with either –2459A/A, –2459A/G, or –2459G/G promoter genotypes were not detected, LCs isolated from –2459G/G individuals tended to be less susceptible to HIV than LCs isolated from –2459A/A individuals (–2459G/G, n = 13; –2459A/A, n = 15; Mann–Whitney U test, P = 0.093; Fig. 4C). The observed differences associated with
genotype were likely to be specific, because other factors, such as race and sex, were not correlated with LC HIV infection levels (data not shown).

We next asked whether diplotypes (as described above) influenced susceptibility of LCs to HIV infection. Strikingly, LCs from −2459A/G + ORF32/wt individuals (functionally hemizygous, expressing CCR5 only from the −2459G promoter allele) were very difficult to infect, showing nearly 4-fold less susceptibility to HIV than LCs isolated from −2459A/A + ORF32/wt individuals (functionally hemizygous, expressing CCR5 from the −2459A promoter allele) (−2459A/G + ORF32/wt, n = 7; −2459A/A + ORF32/wt, n = 5; Mann-Whitney U test, P = 0.012; Fig. 4D). Further analysis revealed that LC infection levels in individuals with the diplotype of −2459A/G + ORF32/wt were markedly lower than levels in the other four diplotypes combined (Kruskal-Wallis test, P = 0.002). These data are consistent with the finding that CCR5 promoter activity is greater when driven by a −2459A allele than when the promoter is driven by a −2459G allele (25).

In addition to CCR5 ORF32 and CCR5 −2459 loci, SNP analyses at CCR2 64I/V and CCR5 −2733, −2554, −2459, −2135, −2132, −2086, and −1835 were performed in all 62 individuals. No association was observed between the heterozygous CCR2 64I/V genotype and reduced R5 HIV infection in LCs (I/V, n = 17; V/V, n = 43; Mann-Whitney U test, P = 0.451; no individuals were CCR2 64I/I). Complete CCR2-CCR5 SNP analyses revealed 19 different diplotypes among the 62 volunteers. At this level of complexity, no statistically significant associations were observed between LC infection levels ex vivo and CCR2-CCR5 polymorphism (data not shown). Finally, because −2459G is in complete linkage disequilibrium with −2135T and −2459G is in complete linkage disequilibrium with −2133C (34), it is important to acknowledge that it may not be sufficient to focus solely on the SNP at position −2459 at the exclusion of other CCR5 promoter polymorphisms to fully understand and explain in vitro susceptibility to R5 HIV infection as studied here.

Discussion

Recent data (2) generated from rhesus macaque experiments provide the strongest evidence to date that intraepithelial LCs are the first cells to become infected after intravaginal exposure to SIV. Although there is no direct evidence that LCs are the initial cells infected with HIV in humans, genetic data generated in large cohorts make it clear that CCR5 genotype is a major determinant for initial HIV susceptibility (16–19). Whether CCR5 influences initial infection at the level of the LCs, at the level of the epithelial cell (43, 44), at early replication steps in lymphoid tissue, or at multiple sites, however, is less clear. The former theories can be described as primary gatekeeper models, whereas the latter process represents a viral fitness model (40).

Our current results lend strong support for a model where CCR5+ LCs can function as primary gatekeepers. Using an ex vivo explant model for LC infection (13), R5 HIV infection of LCs and LC-mediated transmission of virus to cocultured CD4+ T cells were entirely dependent on CCR5. Specifically, both LC infection and LC-mediated transmission of virus were blocked by preincubation of LCs with PSC-RANTES or anti-CD4 mAbs, but not by preincubation of LCs with anti-Langerin mAbs, anti-DC-SIGN mAbs, mannan, or EGTA (Figs. 2 and 3). By contrast, the latter three reagents partially inhibited R5 HIV infection of mDC and mDC-mediated transmission of virus to T cells (Figs. 2 and 3), consistent with functional DC-SIGN expressed on surface mDCs. Of note, these data do not lend support to the theory that DC-SIGN, Langerin, or some other unidentified C-type lectin act as HIV ligands that facilitate transmission of virus from LCs to T cells (5, 6, 45, 46). Our data also clearly show that HIV-C-type lectin interactions do not contribute to productive HIV infection of LCs. Thus, these results support the model that CCR5-mediated infection of LCs is the major pathway involved in sexual transmission of HIV.

Based on this model, microbicides that interfere with virus binding to CCR5 on LCs could lead to substantial protection from acquiring HIV infection (47). This protection may be analogous to natural protection conferred by the homozygous ORF32 genotype. Accordingly, we are currently studying chemically modified RANTES analogues for their abilities to block R5 HIV infection of LCs. Previously, AOP-RANTES was shown to inhibit R5 HIV infection of LCs (13). Here, PSC-RANTES (T.K. and A.B., unpublished work) was also able to block infection in LCs, as well as LC-mediated transfer of infection to T cells (Figs. 2 and 3). PSC-RANTES is now undergoing further evaluation as a potential microbicide.

Although host genotype is known to influence susceptibility to HIV infection, the cellular and tissue mechanisms that control this process are unknown. Because LCs are potential initial targets for HIV, we asked whether CCR5 genotype influenced R5 HIV infection rates in these cells. LCs isolated from heterozygous ORF32 individuals were less susceptible to HIV infection than LCs isolated from individuals without this mutant allele (Fig. 4B). This finding suggests that individuals with a single ORF32 allele express reduced levels of CCR5 on the surface of their LCs, an assumption that would be consistent with data obtained from similar experiments performed with T cells (24).

Interestingly, on further analysis of the ORF32 heterozygotes, LCs isolated from individuals with the −2459A/G + ORF32/wt diplotype were found to be markedly less susceptible to R5 HIV infection when compared with LCs isolated from individuals with the −2459A/A + ORF32/wt diplotype (Fig. 4D). The former diplotype occurs in ∼10% of whites, whereas the latter diplotype occurs in ∼6% of whites. Based on our LC data, −2459A/G + ORF32/wt individuals would be predicted to have considerable (but not complete) protection from acquiring HIV infection, whereas −2459A/A + ORF32/wt individuals would not.

Indeed, genetic epidemiologic data in three cohorts of homosexual men have recently been reported by Tang et al. (36) that are consistent with our ex vivo findings. These researchers reported that the lowest risks both for acquiring HIV infection and for progression to AIDS were observed in individuals with a −2459A/A + ORF32/wt diplotype, whereas the highest risks for both initial infection and progression to AIDS were observed in individuals with a −2459A/A + ORF32/wt diplotype. Of additional interest, HIV+ persons with a −2459A/A + ORF32/wt diplotype demonstrated the lowest levels of plasma viremia. Furthermore, our data linking ex vivo R5 HIV susceptibility to CCR5 genotype are also consistent with additional cohort data correlating CCR5 genotype and HIV disease progression as reported by two other studies (33, 35). Thus, our current ex vivo infection findings with LCs provide a plausible biologic explanation for observed epidemiologic data obtained from large cohorts of individuals regarding host genetic susceptibility to HIV infection.

One strength of our study is that HIV infection levels in primary cells in vitro were correlated with host cell genotype in a relatively large number of individuals. R5 HIV was used for infection, and the ORF32 locus, as well as all possible SNPs in the CCR5 promoter reported at frequencies ∼1% in human populations, were examined (34). Polymorphisms at the ORF32 locus and the −2459 promoter locus were associated with the most significant differences in HIV infection levels. Other polymorphisms were not significant, but were not found to be significantly associated with R5 HIV infection levels in LCs. CCR5 diplotypes reported here are predicted to influence expression of
CCR5 protein on cell surfaces significantly, and likely through this mechanism regulate HIV infection levels within these cells. In particular, based on previous work (25), CCR5 protein expression is predicted to be highest when driven by a −2459A + ORFwt allele, intermediate when driven by a −2459G + ORFwt, and absent when driven by a −2459G + ORF3A allele. Indeed, we have recently found (48) that CCR5 surface expression on monocytes correlates with these compound genotypes as predicted. Although CCR5 surface expression on LCs was not measured (due to limited numbers of cells), R5 HIV infection levels in LCs correlated well with predicted protein levels. Taken together, these data clearly indicate that compound CCR5 polymorphisms influence productive R5 HIV infection levels in LCs, and this in turn influences the ability of LCs to transmit virus to CD4+ T cells.
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Table 2. Association between *CCR5* –2459 SNP and ORF alleles in 62 study volunteers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CCR5 ORF genotype</th>
<th>CCR5 –2459 genotype</th>
<th>A/A</th>
<th>A/G</th>
<th>G/G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wt/wt</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ32/wt</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O, observed; E, expected (calculated by using a conventional heterogeneity test, two rows × two columns).